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SUMMARY

MicroRNA maturation is initiated by RNase III
DROSHA that cleaves the stem loop of primary
microRNA. DROSHA functions together with its
cofactor DGCR8 in a heterotrimeric complex known
as Microprocessor. Here, we report the X-ray struc-
ture of DROSHA in complex with the C-terminal helix
of DGCR8. We find that DROSHA contains two
DGCR8-binding sites, one on each RNase III domain
(RIIID), which mediate the assembly of Micropro-
cessor. The overall structure of DROSHA is surpris-
ingly similar to that of Dicer despite no sequence
homology apart from the C-terminal part, suggesting
that DROSHA may have evolved from a Dicer homo-
log. DROSHA exhibits unique features, including
non-canonical zinc-finger motifs, a long insertion in
the first RIIID, and the kinked link betweenConnector
helix and RIIID, which explains the 11-bp-measuring
‘‘ruler’’ activity of DROSHA. Our study implicates the
evolutionary origin of DROSHA and elucidates the
molecular basis of Microprocessor assembly and
primary microRNA processing.

INTRODUCTION

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are noncoding RNAs of �22 nucleotides

(nt) in length that play integral roles in diverse developmental

and pathological processes (Ameres and Zamore, 2013; Ha

and Kim, 2014). In the canonical pathway, miRNA is generated

by consecutive actions of two RNase III enzymes. DROSHA

cleaves the primary transcript (primary microRNA or pri-miRNA)

to release a short hairpin (pre-miRNA) (Lee et al., 2003)

that is subsequently cut by DICER, yielding a mature miRNA

duplex (Bernstein et al., 2001; Grishok et al., 2001; Hutvágner

et al., 2001; Ketting et al., 2001; Knight and Bass, 2001). Both

DROSHA and DICER are ‘‘rulers’’ that measure a fixed distance

from a certain RNA structure. The action mechanism of DICER is

better understood; it recognizes the termini of double-stranded

RNA (dsRNA) using its PAZ domain and determines its cleavage

sites by measuring �22 nt from the terminus (�25 nt in the case
of Giardia intestinalis Dicer; GiDicer) (MacRae et al., 2006b; Park

et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2014). DROSHA appears to use a more

complex mechanism than DICER does (Han et al., 2006; Nguyen

et al., 2015). A typical pri-miRNA contains a dsRNA stem of

�35 bp, which is flanked by single-stranded basal segments

and an apical loop of variable size (Figure S1A) (Han et al.,

2006; Zeng et al., 2005). The cleavage site is generally located

�11 bp away from the basal junction (the junction between the

lower stem and basal segments) and �22 bp away from the api-

cal junction (the junction between the upper stem and apical

loop) (Auyeung et al., 2013; Han et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2013;

Nguyen et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2005), yet the molecular basis

underlying the ruler activity remains unknown.

DROSHA interacts with its cofactor DiGeorge syndrome crit-

ical region 8 (DGCR8; also known as Pasha, Partner of Drosha,

in flies and worms) to form a complex known as Microprocessor

(Denli et al., 2004; Gregory et al., 2004; Han et al., 2004; Land-

thaler et al., 2004). In this complex, DROSHA not only serves

as the catalytic subunit but also determines the cleavage sites

by measuring the length of dsRNA (�11 bp) from the basal junc-

tion (Nguyen et al., 2015). DGCR8 contains multiple domains

with distinct roles (Figure 1A). The C-terminal tail (CTT) is respon-

sible for binding and stabilizing DROSHA; the dsRNA-binding

domains (dsRBDs) interact with the substrate nonspecifically

to increase processing activity; and the RNA-binding heme

domain (Rhed) ensures processing accuracy and enhances effi-

ciency (Figure 1A) (Nguyen et al., 2015; Quick-Cleveland et al.,

2014; Roth et al., 2013).

Unlike DGCR8, the molecular property of DROSHA is poorly

understood due to the difficulties in protein expression and puri-

fication, and many questions remain unanswered. First, it is

unclear how Microprocessor is assembled. The molecular stoi-

chiometry of Microprocessor has recently been determined by

biochemical and single-molecule analyses; it is a heterotrimeric

complex with one DROSHA and two DGCR8 proteins (Nguyen

et al., 2015). However, we do not yet understand how DROSHA

interacts with two DGCR8 molecules and where in DROSHA the

binding sites are located. Second, the roles and spatial organiza-

tion of the multiple domains of DROSHA remain unclear. For

instance, although the central part of DROSHA (central domain

or CED) is indispensable for pri-miRNA processing (Han et al.,

2004) and highly conserved among DROSHA orthologs (Fig-

ure 1A), its molecular function remains unknown and no motif
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Figure 1. Overview of the D3-G1 Structure

(A) The domain composition of human DROSHA

and DGCR8. The DROSHA (D3) and DGCR8 (G1)

constructs used in this study are indicated.

White boxes denote structurally determined re-

gions in the D3 construct. In the conservation

plots, x and y axis respectively indicate the

residue positions and the conservation scores

from phylogenetically dispersed sequences. The

Valdar01 method was used for conservation

scoring. See Supplemental Experimental Pro-

cedures for details. P-rich, proline-rich; RS-rich,

arginine/serine-rich; CED, central domain; RIIID,

RNase III domain; dsRBD, double-stranded

RNA-binding domain; Rhed, RNA-binding heme

domain; CTT, C-terminal tail; PAZ, Piwi-Argo-

naute-Zwille.

(B) Structure of the D3-G1 complex. The domains

are colored as the following: The N-terminal

Platform domain in green, the putative PAZ-like

domain in orange, Connector in red, RIIIDa in

cyan, RIIIDb in yellow, dsRBD in blue, and the

CTT domain of DGCR8 in magenta. Zinc ions are

highlighted as yellow spheres, and their coordi-

nating residues are shown in sticks. Only two b

strands are shown for the putative PAZ-like

domain since its electron density is not clear

enough to determine the full structure. The long

flexible regions in CED and RIIIDa are shown as

dashed green and cyan lines, respectively (see

text).

See also Figure S1.
has been identified. We previously proposed that CED may

interact with DGCR8 because the truncated DROSHA mutant

partly missing CED failed to immunoprecipitate DGCR8 (Han

et al., 2004). However, we recently found that the truncated

mutant does not express as soluble protein in cells, suggesting

that the truncation may have prevented proper folding of

DROSHA rather than selectively disrupting DGCR8 binding.

Third, we need to understand how DROSHA interacts with its

substrates and determines the cleavage sites. It has been diffi-

cult to tackle this issue because the CED and RIIID domains

could not be separately produced and purified due to protein ag-

gregation. Moreover, DROSHA alone appears to have a weak

RNA-binding affinity (Nguyen et al., 2015) while DGCR8 alone

does not have a sufficient specificity to distinguish the sub-

strates (Roth et al., 2013), suggesting that multiple domains in

DROSHA and DGCR8 contribute together to the recognition of

the substrate. This made it difficult to biochemically dissect the

interaction between the individual domains of DROSHA and

pri-miRNA. Lastly, the evolutionary origin of DROSHA is ambig-

uous. RNase III family proteins are classified into three groups

(Figure 3A) (Blaszczyk et al., 2001; Hammond, 2005). Class I pro-

teins such as bacterial RNase III have one RIIID and a dsRBD and

form homodimers (Blaszczyk et al., 2001; Gan et al., 2006). Class

II proteins (the Drosha homologs) have two RIIIDs and a dsRBD
82 Cell 164, 81–90, January 14, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
at the C-terminal part and long N-terminal and central domains

with no sequence homology to other classes. Class III includes

Dicer homologs that typically consist of two tandem RIIIDs

(that form a single processing center by intramolecular dimeriza-

tion) (Zhang et al., 2004), a helicase domain, and a PAZ domain.

It has been controversial whether class II diverged directly from

class I or via class III, since sequence-based phylogenetic ana-

lyses have not been sufficiently informative (Cerutti and Casas-

Mollano, 2006; Maxwell et al., 2012).

In addressing these questions, three-dimensional structure

of DROSHA can provide crucial insights. However, although

DROSHA was identified as the pri-miRNA processing factor

more than a decade ago (Lee et al., 2003), structural studies of

DROSHA have been hampered by technical difficulties in protein

preparation. The solution structure of DROSHA dsRBD alone

(Mueller et al., 2010) and the crystal structure of two dsRBDs

from DGCR8 (Sohn et al., 2007) have been reported, but they

do not provide information as to the complex formation and

pri-miRNA processing.

In the current study, we solve the crystal structure of DROSHA

in complex with the C-terminal helix of DGCR8 at 3.2 Å resolu-

tion, which offers the three-dimensional view of Microprocessor.

We find two DGCR8-binding sites on DROSHA, allowing us to

understand complex assembly and processing mechanism.



The structure also reveals that CED consists of three distinct

subdomains that are surprisingly similar to those of Dicer, impli-

cating the evolutionary origin of class II RNases III.

RESULTS

Overall Structure of DROSHA
We previously found that the residues 390–1365 of DROSHA

(referred to as D3) are sufficient for pri-miRNA processing (Fig-

ure 1A) (Nguyen et al., 2015). The D3 fragment, however, readily

aggregated in the absence of DGCR8 similarly to full-length

DROSHA. To identify the DGCR8 construct that disaggregates

D3 and forms a stable complex suitable for structural study,

we coexpressed theD3 fragment with various DGCR8 fragments

in human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. We found that the CTT

domain (residues 701–773) of DGCR8 strongly binds to D3 and

dramatically enhances its solubility and homogeneity (Nguyen

et al., 2015). This complex unfortunately was not crystallized.

We shortened the CTT domain to remove the amino acids

dispensable for the interaction. A short helix of 23 amino acids

(G1, residues 728–750; Figure 1A) turned out to be sufficient to

interact with and stabilize D3. Furthermore, the D3-G1 complex

was capable of specifically cleaving pri-miRNAs at 11 bp away

from the basal junction, indicating that the D3-G1 complex con-

stitutes the functional core of Microprocessor (Nguyen et al.,

2015). We produced the complex in suspension culture of HEK

cells and successfully purified it to homogeneity for crystalliza-

tion. The D3-G1 crystal diffracted X-ray at a resolution of 3.5 Å.

The resolution was further improved to 3.2 Å when we used a

catalytically inactive variant of D3 containing E1045Q and

E1222Q mutations (D3TN). The D3-G1 and D3TN-G1 complexes

produced virtually identical crystals (the same space group

with almost identical unit cell parameters; data not shown), and

thus, D3TN-G1 was used for further analysis.

The structure reveals that DROSHA is an elongated protein

with RIIIDs on the top and CED at the bottom (Figure 1B). As pre-

dicted from biochemical data (Han et al., 2004), two RIIIDs intra-

molecularly dimerize to form one processing center (Figure S1B).

The RIIID dimer is linked to the central region through a long helix

(referred to here as Connector helix). The Connector helix is sur-

rounded by the N-terminal half of CED (named here as Platform).

Unexpectedly, we identified two zinc ions in Platform from the

anomalous difference Fourier electron density. Each zinc ion is

coordinated by two cysteines and two histidines, forming a

zinc finger (ZnF) motif (Figure 1B). CED closely interacts with

RIIIDa with an extensive binding surface of �2,400 Å2. One of

the ZnF motifs (ZnF1) contributes to this interaction by bridging

two loops from the two domains (see below). The tight interac-

tion between CED and RIIIDa supports the elongated and rigid

backbone of DROSHA. The C-terminal dsRBD is bound to RIIIDb

with a broad interaction surface of �800 Å2. However, the resi-

dues lining the interaction surfaces are mostly hydrophilic, sug-

gesting that dsRBD may easily dissociate from RIIIDb and

move upon binding to the substrate. The current structure covers

most of the conserved regions of DROSHA except for the puta-

tive PAZ-like domain (residues 714–849, see below) (Figure 1A),

whose electron density was insufficient to build a reliable model

probably due to structural flexibility. Likewise, electron density is
partly missing for two prominently long loop regions in CED (res-

idues 459–522) and RIIIDa (residues 930–957), suggesting their

dynamic structural features.

The RIIID Dimer: Highly Conserved Catalytic Sites and a
DROSHA-Specific Insertion
The structure of the RIIIDa/RIIIDb dimer is highly conserved; it

can be superimposed on the homodimer of Aquifex aeolicus

RNase III (AaRNase III) (Gan et al., 2006) with an overall main

chain root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) as low as 2.03 Å (Fig-

ure S1B). Moreover, the main chain RMSD for the residues lining

two catalytic sites is 0.44 Å, indicating that the distance between

the two catalytic sites as well as the positions of the catalytic res-

idues are strictly conserved. This suggests that DROSHA uses

the typical catalytic mechanism of RNase III enzymes, which in-

volves twometal ions at each catalytic site and the characteristic

2-nt 30 overhang on the cleavage products (Figure S1B) (MacRae

et al., 2006b; Nicholson, 2014).

Compared with bacterial RIIIDs, DROSHA RIIIDa has an

unusually long insertion of 67 amino acids (residues 898–964)

between the helices corresponding to a2 and a3 in RIIID of

AaRNase III (Figure S1B). This region contains residues that

are highly conserved among Drosha orthologs and predicted

to form two helices (Figure S1C). One of the helices (referred to

as the Bump helix) is half-buried in the deep cleft formed by Plat-

form and Connector (Figures 1B, 3B, and 4B). The other helix

seems to move freely, since its electron density is completely

missing. This helix contains 9 basic residues (Figure S1C), thus

we call it theMB (mobile basic) helix. The Bump helix andMB he-

lix may contribute to RNA interaction (see below).

Two Asymmetric DGCR8 Binding Sites on the RIIID
Dimer
We have previously found that a DGCR8 dimer binds to

DROSHA using its CTT domain (Nguyen et al., 2015; Yeom

et al., 2006). However, it remains unknown whether both

DGCR8 molecules contact DROSHA directly and which part of

DROSHA mediates the interaction. Interestingly, our structure

reveals two G1 molecules directly bound to D3; one G1 helix

on each RIIID (Figure 1B). We confirmed the correct number,

location, and orientation of the G1 helices by the SeMet-labeling

approach. For this, we synthesized the G1 peptide with substitu-

tion of Met739 by SeMet and then crystallized D3 in complex

with the SeMet-labeled peptide. The anomalous difference Four-

ier electron density of the crystal clearly showed two selenium

atoms in the expected positions (Figure S2A).

The two G1-binding sites are asymmetrically positioned on

RIIIDs (Figure 2A). The site on RIIIDa is formed by three helices

corresponding to the a3, a4, and a9 of the canonical RIIID while

that on RIIIDb is formed by the helices corresponding to a1, a5,

and a8. Both binding sites are lined by hydrophobic residues that

are highly conserved in all Drosha orthologs (Figures 2B and 2C).

Consistently, the interacting face on the G1 helix is also com-

posed of highly conserved hydrophobic residues, including

Met739 (Figures 2D and S2B).

To determine which of the two G1 bindings is responsible for

stabilization of DROSHA, we mutated a single hydrophobic res-

idue in each binding site to disturb the G1 binding. We chose
Cell 164, 81–90, January 14, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 83
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(A) Two superimposed RIIIDs and G1 fragments

show the distinct modes and locations of G1

binding onRIIIDs. Helices are numbered according

to their appearance in the primary sequence of

RIIIDb, which shows a typical RIIID topology.

(B–D) Interactions between RIIID and G1 are

mediated by hydrophobic, conserved residues.

Conserved hydrophobic binding interfaces of

RIIIDa (B), RIIIDb (C), and G1 (D) are shown as

surface presentation. The color bars in (B) indicate

the hydrophobicity and conservation scales.

(E) The importance of RIIIDb-CTT interaction in

DROSHA solubility and homogeneity. The fluo-

rescence signal of D3-eYFP or its variants was

measured by fluorescence-detection size-exclu-

sion chromatography (FSEC) assays. RLU, relative

luminescence unit.

(F) Single-molecule fluorescence assay to deter-

mine the molecular stoichiometry of the D3-G1

complex. D3-mCherry in complex with G1-sfGFP

was immobilized with anti-RFP antibody, and the

fluorescence signals from sfGFP and mCherry

were measured by using TIRF microscopy. See

Experimental Procedures for details.

(G and H) The RIIIDa-G1 interaction is abolished

by V1077E mutation, suggesting that the RIIIDa

site is also important for the interaction between

DROSHA and DGCR8. The histograms show the

numbers of photobleaching steps for G1-sfGFP

bound to D3 (G) or D3V1077E (H). Binomial

probability densities (number of trial, N = 1 and

2; probability of success for each trial, p = 0.6)

are overlaid for comparison with the experi-

mentally determined photobleaching steps. Er-

ror bars represent SD from three independent

measurements (n = 279 for D3 and n = 304 for

D3V1077E).

See also Figure S2.
Val1077 (on RIIIDa) and Leu1194 (on RIIIDb) that are extensively

involved in the intermolecular interaction with G1. The eYFP-

fused D3 variants were coexpressed with G1, and their solubility

and homogeneity were analyzed by fluorescence-detection

size-exclusion chromatography (FSEC) (Figure 2E). As we previ-

ously found, D3-eYFP did not aggregate when it was co-ex-

pressed with G1 (Figure 2E) (Nguyen et al., 2015). However,

D3L1194R-eYFP aggregated heavily even in the presence of G1,

suggesting that the interaction between CTT andRIIIDb is critical

for the structural stability of DROSHA. Another RIIIDb mutant

(D3V1243D), with amutation on Val1243 that makes less extensive

contact with G1 than Leu1194, also aggregated albeit less

severely than D3L1194R did (Figure 2E), confirming the impor-

tance of the RIIIDb-CTT interaction in DROSHA stability.

The RIIIDa mutant (D3V1077E) was soluble and stable when

coexpressed with G1 (Figure 2E, red line), suggesting that the

RIIIDa-CTT interaction is not critical for the DROSHA stability.

To test if the V1077E mutation disrupts the interaction between

RIIIDa and CTT, we purified the D3V1077E-G1 complex and per-

formed single-molecule photobleaching experiment. For detec-
84 Cell 164, 81–90, January 14, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
tion, D3 and G1 were fused with mCherry and superfolder

GFP (sfGFP), respectively (Figure 2F). The D3-mCherry fusion

protein was introduced into the detection chamber and captured

by biotinylated anti-RFP antibody immobilized on a polymer-

coated surface. The number of photobleaching steps of fluores-

cent proteins was counted to determine protein stoichiometry

(Figure 2F).

As expected for the 1:2 stoichiometry of DROSHA and DGCR8

that we reported recently (Nguyen et al., 2015), only one photo-

bleaching step was detected with mCherry while two sfGFPmol-

ecules were frequently observed when wild-type D3 was used

(Figures 2G and S2C). In contrast, the majority of D3V1077E pro-

teins interacted with only one G1 peptide (Figures 2H and

S2C), indicating that the V1077Emutation abolishes theG1 bind-

ing to RIIIDa. These results suggest that DROSHA has two G1-

binding sites in solution, in accordance with the crystal structure

(Figure 1B) as well as with the stoichiometry of Microprocessor

containing all conserved domains (Nguyen et al., 2015).

The current structural and biophysical data together with

the previous biochemical data allow us to build a model for
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the heterotrimeric Microprocessor complex (Figure S2D for a

model). Because two CTT domains bind to the side of RIIIDs,

with their N termini facing toward the catalytic surface, two

DGCR8 molecules may be located parallel to each other, such

that their dsRBDs and Rhed interact with the upper stem and

apical loop of pri-miRNA.

Structural Comparison to Dicer
During the structure refinement process, we were surprised to

find that the domain arrangement and overall folding of DROSHA

are similar to those of GiDicer (Figures 3A–3C). This was unex-

pected because the CED of DROSHA has never been catego-

rized into any known protein domain family. The structural com-

parison, however, uncovers several common features between

DROSHA and Dicer. First, the length and conformation of the

Connector helix are similar (Figures 3D–3F and S3A). Moreover,
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the kink-inducing proline in the Connector

helix (Pro864 in human DROSHA) is found

in both Dicer and Drosha homologs (Fig-

ure S3A). In GiDicer, the kinked region is

thought to be a flexible hinge between

Platform and PAZ, which can induce a

5 Å shift in the relative position of the

PAZ domain (MacRae et al., 2006a). It is

not clear if the kinked region is also flex-

ible in DROSHA, because the asymmetric

unit in the D3-G1 crystal contains only

one D3 molecule, indicating that all D3

molecules in the crystal are in virtually

the same conformation. Second, a b

sheet and two helices surrounding the

Connector helix show the same folding
topology as the Platform domain of GiDicer or human DICER

(Figures 3D–3F and S3D). We could not find any other proteins

with such similar topology except for Dicer, based on structural

comparison using the Dali server (Holm and Rosenström, 2010).

These structural similarities suggest that Drosha and Dicer may

have evolved from the same origin.

In Dicer, the PAZ domain is located between Platform and

Connector (Figure 3A). Notably, DROSHA has an �140 amino

acid-long insertion in the corresponding position, which is

similar to the size of the PAZ domain of GiDicer (�120 amino

acids) (Figure 3A). Although the structure of this region could

not be determined due to its unclear electron density, the

strong electron density blobs indicate an existence of a glob-

ular domain as big as the PAZ domain (Figure S3E). When we

compared the predicted secondary structure of DROSHA

with the known structures of GiDicer and human DICER (Tian
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Figure 4. Model of Pri-miRNA-Bound

DROSHA Explains the 11-bp Measurement

Mechanism

(A) The modeling process of pri-miRNA-bound

DROSHA. The orientation of pri-miRNA on the

RIIID heterodimer of DROSHA was determined

based on the previous biochemical study of the

RIIIDa/RIIIDb catalytic mutants (Han et al., 2004).

The RIIID of DROSHA and a modeled pri-miRNA

were superposed onto the crystal structure of

dsRNA-bound AaRNase III (Gan et al., 2006). In the

resulting model, CED is located near the basal

segments. DsRBD of DROSHA is not shown for

clarity. See text and Figure S4A for details.

(B and C) The dsRNA-binding models of human

DROSHA (B) and Giardia Dicer (C). The schematic

diagram for each model is represented for better

understanding of the conformational difference. In

(B), dsRBD is not shown for clarity.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
et al., 2014), we found four b strands with amino acid similar-

ities (Figure S3F), implicating that the DROSHA domain may

adopt a PAZ-like fold.

Notwithstanding the overall similarity, there are many clear dif-

ferences between DROSHA and Dicer. The Platform of DROSHA

ismuch bigger than those of GiDicer and humanDICER and con-

tains an additional b sheet, at least onemore a helix, and two ZnF

motifs (Figures 3D–3F). Based on sequence comparison, these

additional features of Drosha are likely to be conserved from

human to sea anemone, but not in demosponge Amphimedon

queenslandica, the simplest animal species known to have Dro-

sha and miRNAs (Grimson et al., 2008).

Aparticularly interesting feature is thenon-canonicalZnFmotifs

that could not be predicted based on sequences because the

Zn2+-coordinating residues of each motif are distantly located

from each other in the primary sequences. ZnF1 is composed of

His1026 (fromRIIIDa) andCys536,Cys538,andHis549 (fromPlat-

form), while ZnF2 consists of Cys561, His609, Cys676, and

His680 (fromPlatform) (FigureS3G). Remarkably, a long looppro-

truding from theCEDcore is connected toRIIIDaandstabilizedby

twoZnFs (Figure3G), suggesting that theZnFsmayplayan impor-

tant role in bridging and holding separate structural modules.

Consistent with this notion, a D3 mutant containing the C536A

and C538Amutations (on ZnF1) and two other mutants harboring

C561AorC676A (onZnF2) showed significantly decreasedstabil-
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ity and increased aggregation compared

with D3 in the FSEC assay, indicating

that two ZnFs are indeed crucial for the

folding of DROSHA (Figure 3H).

RNA-Binding Model
To understand the interaction between

DROSHA and the substrate, we built a

model of D3 bound to pri-miRNA. For

the substrate model, we chose an artifi-

cial pri-miRNA with a perfectly matched

stem because its structure is rigid and

reliably predicted. We have previously
shown that this RNA is efficiently processed in vitro (Nguyen

et al., 2015). A crystal structure of dsRNA-bound AaRNase III

(Gan et al., 2006) was used as a template for superposition of

the perfectly matched dsRNA stem of the pri-miRNA. The cata-

lytic sites of DROSHA were positioned on the substrate accord-

ing to the previous biochemical evidences that RIIIDa cleaves the

30-strand of pri-miRNAwhile RIIIDb cuts the 50-strand (Han et al.,

2004; Nguyen et al., 2015). The resulting model indicates that

CED is located near the basal segments rather than the apical

loop (Figures 4A and S4A). Given that the basal junction and

basal segments are critical for pri-miRNA processing, the spatial

vicinity between CED and basal junction in the model suggests a

role for CED in RNA recognition.

In the substrate-binding model, the Bump helix is located near

the last base pair of the stem (Figure 4A). As Arg914 in the helix is

protruding toward RNA and highly conserved in Drosha ortho-

logs (Figure S1C), we mutated it to methionine to see the effect

on processing activity as well as to confirm its position by Se-

Met-labeling. We then separately purified the native D3R914M-

G1 complex for processing assays and the SeMet-substituted

D3TN,R914M-G1 complex for crystallization. From three different

SeMet-substituted crystals, we commonly observed strong

anomalous signal at the mutated residue (R914M), confirming

the position of Arg914 in the crystal structure (Figure S4B). The

native D3R914M-G1 complex showed a decrease in processing



Figure 5. Model for Human Microprocessor

Bound to a Pri-miRNA

DROSHA, DGCR8, and pri-miRNA are shown as a

surface presentation, a simple diagram, and a

ladder model, respectively. The model was built

based on the current study and the previous report

(Nguyen et al., 2015). Two ZnFs are not visible in

this surface view because they are buried.
efficiency (Figures S5B and S5C), indicating that this residue is

involved in processing.

The interaction between DROSHA and RNA may be further

strengthened by the positively charged conserved surface that

is near Arg914 and extends to the PAZ-like domain (Figure S5A).

The D3 mutant lacking the whole PAZ-like domain was not

soluble (data not shown). However, when we changed two

conserved and consecutive residues in the PAZ-like domain

(Arg835 and Arg836) into alanines, the mutant protein was

soluble but the activity was substantially decreased (Figures

S5A–S5C), suggesting that the positive surface may interact

with single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) basal segments. Moreover,

several other mutations on the positively charged track of Plat-

form affected processing (Figures S5A–S5C). We also noticed

that, in the DROSHA-specific insertion of RIIIDa, the structurally

flexible MB helix contains a number of conserved Arg and Lys

residues (Figure S1C). The MB helix is expected to be in the vi-

cinity of the basal junction because of the limited length of the

linker between the MB and Bump helices (�10 amino acids).

Interestingly, the RKK mutation in MB helix (R938Q/K939A/

K940Q) abolished processing activity of DROSHA (Figures S5B

and S5C), demonstrating the importance of the MB helix. Thus,

multiple residues on the surface of CED may contribute to the

interaction with the basal side of pri-miRNA.

DROSHA is known to measure�11 bp from the basal junction

to thecleavagesitewhileGiDicer counts�25nt from the terminus
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of dsRNA. To understand the structural

basis of the two distinct mechanisms

despite the similarity in overall domain

compositions, we compared their

dsRNA-binding models. In the GiDicer-

dsRNAmodel, dsRNA can extend two he-

lical turns away from the catalytic center

until it contacts the PAZ domain, and the

Platform domain does not clash with

dsRNA (Figure 4C) (MacRae et al.,

2006b). However, in the DROSHA-dsRNA

model, dsRNA cannot reach the putative

PAZ-like domain because the dsRNA is

blocked by the Bump helix and its sur-

rounding loop that is stabilized by ZnF1

(Figures 1B and 4B). Detailed structural

comparison shows that theConnector he-

lix and the core of Platform inDROSHAare

bent toward dsRNA, generating a further

block against dsRNA binding (Figure 4B).

This stooped posture of DROSHA is pri-

marily caused by the bending link be-
tween the Connector and RIIIDa (�30� difference between

GiDicer and DROSHA) (Figures S3A and S3B). The residues

involved in the extensive hydrophobic interaction surface be-

tweenConnector andRIIIDa are highly conserved amongDrosha

orthologs (Figure S3C), implicating the importance of this

stooped conformation that creates a blockage against dsRNA.

Interestingly, the distance between the Bump helix and the cata-

lytic site of RIIIDa (that cleaves the 30-strand) is�28 Å that corre-

sponds to the length of �11 bp (Figure 4B). Thus, our structure

suggests that dsRNA (the lower stem of pri-miRNA) can be

accommodated only up to the Bump helix where the dsRNA

should bifurcate into ssRNAs (such as in the basal junction).

The structural model of pri-miRNA-bound DROSHA suggests

that various modules of DROSHA (Bump, MB, Platform, and

PAZ-like) work together to recognize the basal junction and

ssRNA segments and hold their positions for the measurement

of 11 bp (Figure 5).

It is noted that we do not find, in the current model, a close as-

sociation between DROSHA and the nucleotide residues corre-

sponding to UG and GHG motifs in pri-miRNA, which are known

to enhance processing accuracy and efficiency (Auyeung et al.,

2013; Fang and Bartel, 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015). It is possible

that the flexible regions such as PAZ-like domain or MB helix

may be located closely to the UG or GHG elements. Alternatively

but not mutually exclusively, the C-terminal dsRBD, which is

distantly located from the RNA in the model, may move to
0, January 14, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 87



recognize the GHG motif on the lower stem upon binding to the

substrate.

DISCUSSION

Our crystal structure is consistent with previous biochemical and

genetic data and clarifies many issues raised from earlier

studies. First, our structure validates our recent proposal for

the stoichiometry of Microprocessor (Nguyen et al., 2015) and

reveals the molecular mechanism underlying the assembly of

the heterotrimeric complex (Figure 5). The complex is stably

formed through trilateral interactions between the three sub-

units: the CTT-RIIIDb binding, the CTT-RIIIDa interaction, and

the Rhed-mediated DGCR8 dimerization. The full-length com-

plex is likely to have an elongated shape, spanning the whole

length of pri-miRNA hairpin (Figure 5). Given that two CTT

domains bind to RIIIDs with their N termini facing toward the

catalytic surface on the RIIID dimer, it is likely that two DGCR8

molecules are in parallel to each other along the sides of the RIIID

dimer, covering the upper stem (Figure S2D). While the homodi-

merization of the Rhed domain is known to be symmetric (Sentu-

ria et al., 2010), DGCR8 dsRBDs may be arranged rather asym-

metrically due to the asymmetric arrangement of CTT. This

asymmetric arrangement of CTT may cause a spatial shift be-

tween two DGCR8 proteins by half-helical turn along the upper

stem. Since dsRBD interacts with successive minor, major,

and minor grooves along one face of dsRNA (Masliah et al.,

2013), the staggered positioning of two DGCR8 molecules may

be necessary for the dsRBDs of DGCR8 to interact with the up-

per stem without steric hindrance (Figure 5). In conclusion, our

model suggests that DROSHA covers the basal side of pri-

miRNA while DGCR8 interacts with the apical side, consistent

with biochemical data (Nguyen et al., 2015).

Second, our structure offers a model for the measurement of

�11 bp from the basal junction. The Bump helix and the sur-

rounding structure blocks dsRNA such that the lower stem

should bifurcate into ssRNAs at 11 bp away from the catalytic

site. In contrast to the earlier model, where DGCR8 anchors at

the junction and brings DROSHA to the cleavage sites (Han

et al., 2006), our current structural model and recent biochemical

evidence (Nguyen et al., 2015) indicate that DROSHA alone is

capable of recognizing the key structural features in the basal

side of pri-miRNA. Thus, DROSHA functions not only as ‘‘scis-

sors’’ but also as a ‘‘ruler.’’

Our study reveals an unexpected structural similarity between

DROSHA and Dicer, offering an insight into the evolution of

RNase III family. Unlike class I RNases III (such as AaRNase III)

containing a single RIIID, class II RNases III (Drosha homologs)

and class III RNases III (Dicer homologs) have two tandemRIIIDs.

Class I enzymes are found in eubacteria, archaea, and eukary-

otes. Class III proteins (Dicer) are distributed in most eukaryotes

including many protozoan lineages while class II enzymes (Dro-

sha) are restricted to animal lineage (Grimson et al., 2008; Mu-

kherjee et al., 2013). Thus, class I is likely to be the prototype

from which other classes evolved. However, the origin of class

II (Drosha) has been controversial because sequence-based

phylogenetic analyses could not drawaclear conclusionwhether

class II was derived from class III or emerged independently from
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class I (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006; Maxwell et al., 2012).

Our current study suggests that class II (Drosha) may have

evolved from class III (Dicer) in an early metazoan ancestor, al-

lowing the emergence of animal microRNAs.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression and Purification

Proteins for crystallization and RNA processing were purified as described

previously (Nguyen et al., 2015). Briefly, the DROSHA D3 fragment spanning

residues 390–1365 (wild-type or its variants) fused to the protein G tag was

coexpressed with the DGCR8 G1 fragment (residues 728–750) fused to

eCFP and 10xHis-tag by transient transfection of human embryonic kidney

293 EBNA1 (HEK293E) cells grown in suspension. The D3-G1 complex was

tandemly purified by nickel and antibody affinity chromatographies. The tags

were removed by human rhinovirus 3C protease. The complex was further pu-

rified by gel filtration chromatography equilibrated with buffer containing

20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. The peak fractions

were concentrated up to 15 mg/ml for crystallization screenings and cryo-

cooled in liquid nitrogen.

For SeMet substitution, the HEK293E cell growth medium was supple-

mented with seleno-L-methionine (60 mg/l) right after transfection. The trans-

fected cells were incubated at 33�C for 5 days.

Crystallization and Data Collection

D3TN-G1 (15 mg/ml) was supplemented with a 0.6 molar excess of the purified

or synthesized (Anygen) G1 peptide and incubated for 1 hr at 4�C until crystal-

lization screening. The complex was initially crystallized in the reservoir solu-

tion containing 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) and 20% (v/v) ethanol by the sitting

drop vapor diffusionmethod at 12�C. The initial crystals were small and grew in

multiple directions and were not easily improved by simple changes in pH,

chemical concentration, and incubation temperature. In addition, the volatile

nature of ethanol made it difficult to control the changes in chemical and

protein concentrations during crystallization. To obtain the crystallization con-

dition with a non-volatile precipitant, we modified the commercial high-

throughput screening solutions by 2-fold dilution of the original conditions

and addition of 6% (v/v) ethanol. Next, we seeded the initial crystals right after

mixing the reservoir solution and the protein sample. In several conditions con-

taining 10% polyethylene glycols (PEGs), the crystal seeds grew bigger. The

condition was further optimized by reducing the precipitant concentrations

and increasing the incubation temperature up to 25�C. In the optimized condi-

tion, the complex was crystallized without the seeding procedure and fully

grew in 2 days. For the best diffraction quality crystals, the 1 ml protein sample

was mixed with 0.5 ml of the reservoir solution containing 100 mM citrate Bis-

Tris propane (pH 7.84), 3% (v/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 400, 3% (w/v) PEG

20,000, and 1% (v/v) ethanol.

For the X-ray diffraction experiment, the crystals were gradually dehydrated

by adding 0.25 ml of the cryoprotectant solution (the reservoir solution supple-

mented with 40% [v/v] DMSO) into the crystal-containing drop, 7–14 times

every minute, to the final DMSO concentration of �30%. The crystals were

cryo-cooled in a 100 K nitrogen stream. The X-ray diffraction data were

collected at Beamline 5C in Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL). The data

were processed by using the HKL-2000 software package (HKL Research)

and summarized in Table S1.

Structure Determination

The structural solution was obtained by a combination of molecular replace-

ment and single wavelength anomalous dispersion (MR-SAD). For MR-SAD,

we used a bacterial RIIID structure (PDB: 2EZ6) as a search model (Gan

et al., 2006) and the diffraction data from SeMet-substituted crystals (Table

S1). From the initial electron density map, we found that a part of D3 shows

a similar fold as the Platform and Connector regions in GiDicer (PDB: 2FFL).

Therefore, we used the structure of Platform bound to Connector as an addi-

tional search model for MR-SAD to obtain a better electron density map.

Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007), Coot (Emsley et al., 2010), and Phenix.refine (Afo-

nine et al., 2012) in the Phenix program package (Adams et al., 2010) were



used for experimental phasing, model building, and structure refinement,

respectively. Refinement statistics are summarized in Table S1. The final

model includes two RIIIDs, dsRBD, and 53% of CED from DROSHA and two

G1 helices from DGCR8. The model does not include N-terminal 21 residues,

residues 459–521, 668–674, and 712–849 within CED, residues 930–957 in

RIIIDa, and C-terminal 32 residues, because their electron densities are un-

clear or missing. For two obvious b strands of the putative PAZ-like domain,

we built a polyalanine model.

FSEC Assays

Adherent HEK293E cells were cotransfected with the two plasmids expressing

D3-eYFP (wild-type or variants) and G1-eCFP. After 2 days of transfection, the

cells were harvested, sonicated, and treated with nucleases. After centrifuga-

tion at 20,000 3 g, the supernatant was collected and filtered through a

0.22 mm PES membrane (Millipore). The 10-ml aliquot was loaded onto Super-

dex 200 increase 5/150 GL column (GE Healthcare) formerly equilibrated with

the buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 250 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol,

0.2%C12E8, 2 mMDTT, and 1 mMNaN3. For detection of eYFP fluorescence

signals, excitation and emission wavelengths were set at 490 nm and 530 nm,

respectively.

Single-Molecule Microscopy

D3-mCherry or D3V1077E-mCherry in complexwith G1-sfGFP (2 mM)wasmixed

with 10-fold molar excess of free G1-sfGFP and incubated at 4�C for 10 min.

The pre-incubated mixture was diluted 5,000-fold and injected into the

detection chamber where the complexes were immobilized on a quartz slide

surface via anti-RFP antibody (Abcam, ab34771) and streptavidin (Yeom

et al., 2011). The success of immobilization and the photobleaching steps

were monitored. Single-molecule fluorescence images were taken by using

a home-built total-internal-reflection-fluorescence microscope (Lee et al.,

2010) as described previously (Nguyen et al., 2015).
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Figure S1. Previous Model and the Unique Features of DROSHA RIIIDa, Related to Figure 1

(A) A previous processing model of pri-miRNA by a heterotrimeric DROSHA-DGCR8 complex. Four parts of pri-miRNA are labeled on the left of the model.

Unanswered questions concerning Microprocessor are shown on the right.

(B) The structural comparison between human DROSHA and Aquifex aeolicus RNase III (AaRNase III). The heterodimer of RIIIDa (cyan) and RIIIDb (yellow) of

DROSHA is superposed onto the RIIID homodimer (gray) of AaRNase III (PDB: 2EZ6). In the right figure, RIIIDb is not shown for clarity.

(C) Multiple sequence alignment of the DROSHA-specific insertion including Bump and MB helices. The aligned protein sequences are Homo sapiens DROSHA

(Hsa; NP_037367.3), Danio rerio Drosha (Dre; NP_001103942.1), Drosophila melanogaster Drosha (Dme; NP_477436.1), Caenorhabditis elegans DRSH-1 (Cel;

NP_492599.1), Caenorhabditis briggsae DRSH-1 (Cbr; XP_002639240.1), and Nematostella vectensis Drosha (Nve; AGW15598.1). The range of the Bump helix

was determined from the crystal structure of DROSHA, while that of the MB helix was from the secondary structure prediction. Numbers in parenthesis indicate

amino acid positions. Black, dark gray, and light gray boxes represent 100%, 80%, and 60% of sequence similarities, respectively.
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Figure S2. Two DGCR8-Binding Sites in DROSHA, Related to Figure 2

(A) The anomalous signal from SeMet confirms the position of Met739 in DGCR8 CTT. The G1 synthetic peptide, whose Met739 is substituted with SeMet, was

co-crystallized with D3. The 2Fo–Fc electron density map in gray and the anomalous difference map in magenta are contoured at 1.5 s and 4.0 s, respectively.

(B) The multiple sequence alignment of DGCR8 CTT. The aligned protein sequences are Homo sapiens DGCR8 (Hsa_DGCR8; NP_073557.3), Danio rerio

DGCR8 (Dre_DGCR8; NP_001116221.1), Drosophila melanogaster Pasha (Dme_Pasha; NP_001263150.1), Caenorhabditis elegans PASH-1 (Cel_PASH-1;

NP_492774.1), and Amphimedon queenslandica DGCR8-like (Aqu_DGCR8-like; XP_011405426.1). The number range in parenthesis indicates amino acid

positions of each sequence. Black, dark gray, and light gray boxes represent 100%, 80%, and 60% of sequence similarities, respectively.

(C) Representative single-molecule time traces for D3-G1 (top) and D3V1077E-G1 (bottom). The simultaneous appearances of sfGFP andmCherry signals indicate

the D3-G1 binding on anti-RFP antibody. The quick drops of fluorescence signal indicate photobleaching events. The photobleaching steps reflect the number of

the fluorescent-containing molecules. a.u., arbitrary units.

(D) A model for the trimeric complex of one DROSHA (gray) and two DGCR8 (magenta) molecules. A pri-miRNA model (black line) in the right panel shows the

substrate-binding direction. See Figures 4A and S4A for orientation of pri-miRNA. DsRBD of DROSHA is not shown for clarity.
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Figure S3. Structural Comparison of Human DROSHA with Giardia Dicer, Related to Figure 3

(A) The structural alignment of the Connector helices from humanDROSHA (red),GiardiaDicer (cyan), and humanDICER (green). The indicated ‘‘Kinking prolines’’

are P864 in human DROSHA, P266 in Giardia Dicer, and P1055 in human DICER. The structure model of human Dicer contains only half of Connector, and the

asterisk (*) indicates its C terminus. Of note, the C-terminal helices and loops of RIIIDa from DROSHA and Giardia Dicer are conformationally different.

(B) Comparison of the binding angle of Connector to RIIIDa between human DROSHA and Giardia Dicer. The RIIIDa domains from the two proteins are su-

perposed. Only the same region as (A) is shown.

(C) The conserved interactions between Connector and RIIIDa in DROSHA. Side chains of the interacting residues found by Discovery Studio Visualizer 4.1 are

shown as sticks.

(D) Topology diagrams of the 411–709 region in human DROSHA (top) and the 1–138 region in Giardia Dicer (bottom). Coils and arrows indicate a helices and b

strands from the crystal structures, respectively. The secondary structures specific for DROSHA are colored in gray. The black coil indicates the Giardia Dicer

helix which is not conserved in human DICER.

(E) The electron densitymap corresponding to the putative PAZ-like domain. The 2Fo–Fc (gray) and Fo–Fc (magenta) electron densities are contoured at 1.3s and

2.5 s, respectively.

(legend continued on next page)
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(F) A structure-based sequence alignment of the putative PAZ-like domain with the PAZ domains from human DICER andGiardia Dicer. The sequences of Homo

sapiens DICER (Hsa_DICER; 4NGG, NP_085124.2), Giardia intestinalis Dicer (Gin_Dicer; 2FFL, XP_001705536.1), and Homo sapiens DROSHA (Hsa_DROSHA;

this study, NP_037367.3) are aligned based on their structure. The secondary structure of the PAZ-like domain in human DROSHA was predicted with Jpred4

program (JNETHMM) by using the aligned 36 DROSHA ortholog sequences. The secondary structures of human DICER and Giardia Dicer were referred from

PDB: 4NGG, 2FFL, respectively. The a helices are in yellow, and b strands are in red. The number range in parenthesis indicates the amino acid region. Asterisks

(*) indicate similarly conserved residues. Five b strands forming the b sheet core in human DICER PAZ are labeled as b1 to b5. ‘‘Dicer-specific loop or helix’’

indicate the long amino acid insertion found in the PAZ domain of Dicer, but not of Argonaute (MacRae et al., 2006b; Tian et al., 2014).

(G) Anomalous signals showing two Zinc Fingers (ZnFs) in DROSHA. ZnF1 (top) is comprised of C536, C538, H549, and H1026, while ZnF2 (bottom) consists of

C561, H609, C676, and H680. The 2Fo–Fc electron density map contoured at 1.2 s is colored in gray, and the anomalous signal map contoured at 4.0 s is

highlighted in magenta.
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Figure S4. Modeling of Pri-miRNA-Bound DROSHA and Confirmation of the R914M Position, Related to Figure 4

(A) The modeling process of pri-miRNA-bound DROSHA. In the first step, the crystal structure of dsRNA-bound AaRNase III (PDB: 2EZ6) (Gan et al., 2006) was

selected as a reference structure for our modeling. The schematic diagram represents which RIIID cleaves which strand of dsRNA. Second, the substrate binding

orientation was determined based on the previous biochemical study showing that E1045Q on RIIIDa and E1222Q on RIIIDb prevented the cleavage of 30 and 50

strand of pri-miRNA, respectively (Han et al., 2004). As a result, the basal segments are found close to CED. Third, the RIIID dimer of DROSHA and a pri-miRNA

model were superposed onto the crystal structure of dsRNA-bound AaRNase III (Gan et al., 2006). The pri-miRNAmodel contains perfectly matched 35 bp dsRNA

stem, thus the structural prediction and superposition of the pri-miRNA were easy and reliable (see text). DsRBD of DROSHA is not shown for clarity.

(B) The anomalous signal from SeMet confirms the position of R914M in DROSHA. The SeMet-substituted D3TN,R914M-G1 complex was purified and crystallized.

The 2Fo–Fc electron density map in gray and the anomalous signal map in magenta are contoured at 1.0 s and 4.0 s, respectively.
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Figure S5. Basic or Aromatic Residues Critical for Pri-miRNA Processing, Related to Figure 4

(A) Surface presentations of DROSHA. The surfaces are colored by electrostatic potential (left), domain (middle), and conservation (right). The putative PAZ-like

domain was not included in the electrostatic calculation, and is not shown. The bound pri-miRNA model is represented as a black line. Locations of mutated

arginine residues are indicated.

(B) In vitro processing of pri-miR-16-1 by D3 and its variants. Purified G3 was added to the reaction to enhance the processing efficiency by forming the D3-G3

complexes (Nguyen et al., 2015). RKK, R938Q/K939A/K940Q; RR, R835A/R836A; RF, R622A/F623A; RY, R923A/Y927A.

(C) Coomassie Blue staining to evaluate the protein purity and measure the relative amount used for the processing assay.
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SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
  
Protein expression and purification 
The G3 fragment of DGCR8 was expressed in the BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus-RIPL E. coli strain by IPTG induction at 
16°C. The proteins were purified by nickel affinity and gel filtration chromatographies. 

For single-molecule fluorescence studies, D3 (wild-type or V1077E) fused with C-terminal mCherry and 
10xHis-tag (D3-mCherry) was coexpressed with G1 fused with C-terminal sfGFP and 10xHis-tag (G1-sfGFP) in 
HEK293E cells. The D3-G1 complex was purified through nickel affinity (Ni-NTA; Qiagen), anion exchange 
(HiTrap Q; GE healthcare) and gel filtration (Superdex 200; GE healthcare) chromatographies. G1 proteins were 
prepared by collecting the excessive G1-sfGFP proteins which were separated from the D3-G1 complex in the anion 
exchange step and subsequently by passing through a gel filtration column. 
  
Multiple sequence alignment of non-redundant Drosha or DGCR8 sequences 
To select non-redundant Drosha sequences, we searched within Metazoa since all Drosha orthologues have been 
found in Metazoa (Grimson et al., 2008). The central regions (CED) of human DROSHA (NP_037367.3; residues 
411–883), Nematostella vectensis Drosha (AGW15598.1; residues 305–785), and Amphimedon queenslandica 
Drosha (residues 18–305) (Grimson et al., 2008) were used as the input sequences for PSI-BLAST (Johnson et al., 
2008) (default option). After retrieving all sequences from PSI-BLAST results, non-redundant sequences were 
obtained by CD-HIT (Fu et al., 2012; Li and Godzik, 2006) (ver 4.6.1 with -c 0.9 -n 5 option). From the resulting list, 
proteins containing RIIID (PF00636) or RIIID-like (PF14622) were selected as Drosha orthologues. Manual 
curation was done as the following: (1) the splicing variants were removed based on pair-wise alignments; (2) the 
sequences from reference species including human, D. rerio, X. tropicalis, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans were 
added in; (3) the orthologue sequences reported by Grimson et al. (Grimson et al., 2008) were included. To get the 
sequences of DGCR8 orthologues, a similar approach was used with the following modifications. The WW-motif-
containing dimerization subdomain (residues 289–357) (Weitz et al., 2014) within Rhed of human DGCR8 
(NP_073557.3) was used as the input sequence for PSI-BLAST. From the output list, proteins containing at least 
one dsRBD (also called dsrm; PF00035) were selected as DGCR8 orthologues. C. elegans PASH-1 (NP_492774.1) 
was manually included, since its dsrm domain was found in the NCBI CDD database despite its absence in Pfam 
database. 

Phylogenetically distributed sequences for 38 Drosha or 31 DGCR8 orthologues were aligned by MUSCLE 
(Edgar, 2004) (ver 3.8.31 with default option), with a manual modification in the MB helix region (Figure S1C). 
  
Structure analysis 
Interaction surface area between protein domains was calculated with Areaimol (Saff and Kuijlaars, 1997) in the 
CCP4 program package (Winn et al., 2011) (option: area differences due to ligand/subunit). RMSD between 
structures of homologous proteins was calculated by using Superpose (Krissinel and Henrick, 2004) in the CCP4 
program package (Winn et al., 2011) (option: using secondary structure matching). Conservation scores were 
calculated by using the Scorecons server (Valdar and Thornton, 2001; Valdar, 2002) with the option of “valdar01”. 
Hydrophobicity scores were calculated by using a PyMOL script from PyMOLWiki 
(http://www.pymolwiki.org/index.php/Color_h) which is based on the hydrophobicity scale as defined by Eisenberg 
et al. (Eisenberg et al., 1984). Secondary structure prediction was carried out by using NPS@ (Combet et al., 2000) 
and JPred4 (Drozdetskiy et al., 2015). Electrostatic surface was visualized by PyMOL (vacuum electrostatics-
protein contact potential). Figures were generated by using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org/). 
  
Pri-miRNA processing assay 
Preparation of RNA substrates was carried out as described in the previous study (Nguyen et al., 2015) with a minor 
modification: T7 RNA polymerase from Takara instead of Ambion was used for in vitro transcription. For the 
processing assay, 0.1 μM of D3-G1 and 0.02 μM of G3 were incubated with ~2,000 cpm of internal labeled pri-
miRNAs in 10 μL of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 70 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 μg/μL BSA, and 1 
U/μL SUPERaseIn (ThermoFisher) at 37°C for the indicated time. The reaction was stopped by adding 0.5 μg/μL of 
proteinase K (MACHEREY-NAGEL) and 11 μL of TBE-Urea sample buffer (Bio-Rad). The mixture was serially 
incubated at 37°C for 30 min, 50°C for 30 min, and 95°C for 5 min, and loaded into 12.5% Urea-PAGE with RNA 
size markers (Decade marker, Ambion). Phosphorimaging was performed with Typhoon FLA 7000 (GE healthcare). 
Purified G3 was added to the reaction to enhance the processing efficiency for the reconstituted complexes (Nguyen 
et al., 2015). 
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Fluorescence-detection size-exclusion chromatography (FSEC) assays 
Adherent HEK293E cells in a 35 mm diameter well were cotransfected with the two plasmids expressing D3-eYFP 
(wild-type or variants) and G1-eCFP. After two days of transfection, the cells from each well were harvested and 
resuspended in 0.5 mL of Buffer B (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 2 mM DTT). The 
resuspended cells were sonicated and treated with 1 μg/mL RNase A, 2 μg/mL Staphylococcal nuclease, and 5 mM 
CaCl2 for an hour. The cell lysate was centrifuged at 20,000 g, and the supernatant was collected. The cell extract 
was diluted with an equal volume of Buffer C (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 350 mM NaCl, 0.4% Octaethylene glycol 
monododecyl ether (C12E8; Anatrace), and 2 mM DTT) and filtered through a 0.22 μm PES membrane (Millipore). 
The aliquot (10 μL) of the filtered sample was loaded onto Superdex 200 increase 5/150 GL column (GE Healthcare) 
formerly equilibrated with Buffer D (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 250 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.2% C12E8, 2 mM 
DTT, and 1 mM NaN3). The assays were performed in Agilent 1260 infinity Binary LC system with a flow rate of 
0.3 mL/min at 4°C. For detection of eYFP fluorescence signals, excitation and emission wavelengths were set at 490 
nm and 530 nm, respectively.  
  
 
  

 



Table S1. Data collection and refinement statistics, Related to Experimental Procedures 
 D3TN-G1 D3TN,R914M-G1 
 Native  SeMet SeMet-

labeled G1 
SeMet 1  SeMet 2 SeMet 3 

Data collection       
Space group C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 
Cell dimensions         
    a, b, c (Å) 117.3, 

118.1,  
122.3 

116.9,  
118.7, 
122.1 

118.0,  
118.7,  
123.9 

119.0,  
118.6, 
124.5 

119.1,  
118.6, 
124.8 

119.4,  
118.2, 
124.2 

    α, β, γ  (°) 90,  
102.1,  
90 

90,  
101.2,  
90 

90,  
120.2,  
90 

90,  
103.3,  
90 

90,  
103.5,  
90 

90,  
103.6,  
90 

Resolution (Å) 20 – 3.2  20 – 3.3  30 – 3.5 20 – 3.3 20 – 3.2 20 – 3.2 
No. unique reflections  26854 24319 21022 25116 27594 27570 
Rmeas or Rr.i.m

a
 (%) 6.4 (62.3) b 6.6 (69.7) 6.2 (73.2) 6.0 (63.0) 5.4 (59.0) 5.3 (59.7)  

Rpim (%) 2.4 (23.2) 2.4 (25.1) 3.2 (37.4) 2.2 (22.6) 2.0 (21.5) 1.9 (21.4) 
I / σI 29.6 (3.1) 30.8 (3.3) 22.0 (2.0) 32.7 (3.7) 32.7 (3.9) 35.6 (4.2) 
Completeness (%) 99.9 (100) 99.6 (99.8) 99.6 (100) 99.5 (99.5) 99.7 (100) 99.5 (100) 
Redundancy 7.3 (7.1) 7.5 (7.6) 3.7 (3.8) 7.5 (7.7) 7.5 (7.5) 7.5 (7.6) 
       
Refinement       
Resolution (Å) 20 – 3.2      
No. reflectionsc 35478      
Rwork / Rfree

d 26.7 / 30.0      
No. atoms       
    Protein 6157      
    Ligand/ion 2      
B-factors (Å2)       
    Protein 61.6      
    Ligand/ion 55.6      
R.m.s deviations       
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.002      
    Bond angles (°) 0.47      
Ramachandran plot (%)       

   Favored 89.1      
    Allowed 10.0      
    Outliers 0.9      
aThe redundancy-independent merging R factor. 
bValues from the highest resolution shell. 
cAnomalous data were used in refinement. Bijvoet pairs are counted as two reflections. 
dTest set size is 8.86%. 
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